Hot Topics Café creates a forum for civil discussion about issues of contemporary concern. Philosophical analysis and compassionate engagement are the key capacities exercised by participants. Join us to learn more about the issue, and more about other people and their views.

NAU’s Philosophy in the Public Interest convenes the Hot Topics Café. Philosophy in the Public Interest is nonpartisan, and does not endorse a position with respect to any issue discussed. We recognize the value of reasoned, civil discussion, and facilitate open conversations where all points of view are welcomed.

What is the Role of Secular Ethics in a Predominantly Christian Society?

Date: Thursday, November 14, 2013  5:30 p.m.
Location: NAU, Native American Cultural Center

Facilitated by: Dr. John Devlin, NAU Franke College of Business

Contact Philosophy in the Public Interest:
Visit: nau.edu/ppi
Email: nau.ppi@nau.edu
Call: 928-523-8339

SPONSORS
NAU’s College of Arts and Letters, Compassion Project, McKenzie Endowment for Democracy, and the Richard Wood Fund.